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Creating a legacy for tomorrow’s children...today.

Give a Gift to Yourself This Season
Create Your Will and Estate Plan

T

ake time this season to do something for yourself. It’s easy to get
caught up doing so much for others that we forget to consider
ourselves. There are some things we can do for ourselves that also help
others. As we look to the opening of the brand new All Children’s Hospital
and to the new year, this is the time to add a little more meaning to 2009.

Will Planning

How to Make a Gift Without Missing a Thing

O

ften when we make a gift to a friend, relative, or special cause like ours, we have to give something up. When we
take someone to eat, we must pay the bill. But did you know you can make a big difference for our mission and for
yourself, and not give anything away - at least not anything you would miss?
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Some of our most generous donors are those
who include a provision for All Children’s in
their wills or estate plans. You can include a
gift in your will to a nonprofit with a few
simple words. The effect can be tremendous.
Everyone should have a will. Those with a
will should update it regularly. If you don’t
have a will, make an appointment with your
attorney to draft one. If you have one, call your
attorney and ask if it needs updating. Drafting
or revising an estate plan is surprisingly simple
and almost everyone who does is glad they did.
Perhaps the best part of including a gift in your
will is that you can live everyday knowing you
have secured a legacy that matches your life’s
goals. You will be remembered for the good
you did and for the impact you made on the
future.

If you would like to include our mission in
your plans, please let us know. While it takes
only a few words to include All Children’s,
it is crucial that they be the correct words.
We can give you and your attorney the right
phrase so that you can be sure your gift will go
exactly where you want it to go.
If you have already included us in your plans,
or will be doing so, please let us know, by
using the enclosed envelope, so we can thank
you. You are among the most important
supporters to our organization and we want
the opportunity to thank you now for what’s
coming later. We can also document your gift
and learn more about your wishes and how
they will be enacted.

There is nothing better we can do for ourselves than
something that not only makes us feel good, but does the
same for others. At this festive time of year, most people
don’t think about taxes. However, as the year winds down
so do opportunities to save on taxes.

To learn more about
the new hospital opening
visit www.allkids.org

With this economy many
people have postponed their
giving to year-end. Now’s the
time. A gift today counts just
as much as one made earlier
in the year.
As long as you make a gift
to All Children’s on or by
December 31, your gift
counts for your 2009 taxes
and reduces the tax burden
you’ll have when paying
taxes next year.

2. Appreciated Stock
3. Luxury Items
4. Real Property
5. Life Insurance
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Beyond a Will: Other Things You Should Consider
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1. Cash

Gifts can be in the form
of cash, stock or other assets. A gift by check or cash is
the easiest, but with a little planning we can help you
make gifts with other assets such as real estate or luxury
items. Appreciated assets such as stock not only offer you
an income tax deduction, but also give you capital gains
benefits. With property gifts it is important that you transfer
these assets to our organization and not sell them. Please
call us when you are considering a gift other than cash.

All Children’s patient Elizabeth
holds reindeer art on sale for
$1 at participating Walmart/
Sam’s Club and Dairy Queen
locations for the benefit of
All Children’s Hospital.

There are several other simpler documents you should consider in creating your estate plan:
Power of Attorney for Health Care
A legal document authorizing someone you trust to act on your behalf regarding your health care. Consult your estate planner on how
to create this document.
Letter to Family
A letter to your family to let them know where you keep your financial information, your final wishes, etc. Creating a document that
contains this information can be a valuable way of providing the guidance that your loved ones may need.

Gifts That Will Lower
Your Taxes
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Twins Olivia and Nick will soon turn two. Olivia will be able to
enjoy the birthday cake as much as Nick does, thanks to recent
intestinal surgery at All Children’s.

The Banks Family’s Contribution..............................3
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“It was the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit that jolted me. All of a sudden I
realized that there is something special about a children’s hospital.”

Finding Security in a Charitable Gift Annuity
For many people, 2009 will not be remembered as one
of certainty and security. However, you do not need
to be one of those people. While most of the year was
marked by an abundance of bad news and economic
doldrums, it’s not to late to end 2009 on an up note.
There is something you can do in these closing weeks
of the year that will help you remember 2009 fondly.
This can be the year you begin your new charitable gift
annuity.

Sample Charitable Gift
Annuity Rates*
Age

Rate

65

5.3%

74

6.1%

80

7.1%

87

8.6%

90+

9.5%

A gift annuity will give
you tax advantages
this year and financial
benefits and peace of
mind for as long as
you live. When you
fund a gift annuity,
among its benefits is
a lifetime of payments
to you at an attractive
rate. Fixed rates are as
high as 9.5% per year,
depending on age.

Call us for the latest rates.

A gift annuity is
a simple contract
between you and All Children’s Hospital Foundation
where we agree to pay you a fixed payment every year
for life. The payment rate is based on your age.
The benefits of a gift annuity begin immediately. You
will receive an income tax deduction this year for part of
the funding amount. That will help with your 2009 taxes.
Then every year for the rest of your life your payments
will continue, generally with the payments divided into
four quarters per year. Each payment will be partially
tax free and partly taxed as income. Best of all, after
a lifetime of payments to you, any funds remaining in
the gift annuity go directly to fund our mission. The
funds are not part of your estate, so a gift annuity also
helps with estate taxes if that is a concern for you. The
benefits of a gift annuity are even better when you fund

Reece is a graduate of All
Children’s Neonatal Intensive
Care Unit.

People Who Fund Gift Annuities
Often Have:
• A CD that has rolled over for several
years
•   A desire for dependable, regular, fixed
payments
• Appreciated assets such as stock that are
not producing income
•   A desire to give something to our cause
and receive cash back
it with an appreciated asset such as stock. By transferring
(never selling) stock to All Children’s, you will also
pay fewer capital gains on that stock this and for years
after. Some capital gains are eliminated altogether.
Gift annuities can be for you or for yourself and another
person. You can also receive an even higher payment
rate if you can tell us to wait a few years to send you
the first payment. These options are up to you. However,
there is one choice we cannot give you. If you want the
tax deduction this year, you need to fund it by the end
of the year. The contract does not take long to complete,
but is something we need to discuss with you. End 2009
on a happy note and make sure 2010 and every year for
the rest of your life starts and ends the same way.

Ken and Sandi Banks
are a typical couple.
Ken is a retail consultant
and Sandi is a teacher.
They have two grown
daughters, a grandson
and granddaughter, and
a dog. And, they are
involved in their community.
When they arrived in Seminole in the early 1980s,
friends from their church invited Sandi to join the
Seminole Branch of the All Children’s Hospital Guild,
one of the eight branches of volunteers throughout the
Tampa Bay area working to raise friends and funds for
All Children’s Hospital. Sandi accepted that invitation
which led to an active role serving in a number of
capacities including president of the Seminole Branch.
Through Sandi’s involvement, Ken, then head of
marketing for Eckerd Corporation, attended a program
for the Seminole Guild members and their spouses.
The program included a tour of All Children’s Hospital,
where Ken saw the neonatal intensive care unit and was
“hooked.” Ken introduced to Eckerd’s management his
vision of how Eckerd could play an important role with
All Children’s. Eckerd saw Ken’s vision and became a
corporate sponsor involved in the Children’s Miracle
Network under which the All Children’s Hospital
Telethon is produced.
Over the years Ken and Sandi saw both their daughters
become patients in All Children’s, and Ken found
himself serving on the Foundation Board of Trustees eventually as its Chairman. He later served on the All
Children’s Health System Board of Directors for 11
years. Sandi continues her active role with the Guild
and its many activities throughout the year and has
introduced their daughter, Michelle, a marketing director
for a Colorado company, to the Seminole Branch of the
Guild. Michelle is following her parents’ example and
was president of the branch last year and now is on the
Guild Council.

Sandi shared, “It is so exciting to see members of the
Seminole Branch of the Guild introduce their daughters
to All Children’s. Bringing in the next generation
helps us perpetuate the community asset we have in
All Children’s Hospital. I feel like I have actually
contributed something valuable to All Children’s and
feel like part of All Children’s is mine.”
As you can see, Ken and Sandi have certainly given
their time and talents to All Children’s Hospital. Beyond
that, they have given their treasures as well. In addition
to monetary support over the years, the Banks found
time several years ago to make a planned gift using life
insurance. By making a gift that will provide funds in
the future, Ken and Sandi understand that support is not
only for what is needed today, but also what is needed
years from now.
The caring, commitment and longevity of management,
physicians and staff have impressed them both. “People
don’t stay with organizations that don’t do what they
say or do it poorly,” Ken said. “I’m particularly proud to
have been on the board that approved the strategic plan
and made the commitment for the new hospital. It will
serve the kids in our expanded area for many years to
come.” Sandi added, “All Children’s involvement in the
community is so important, and they truly are involved
in the fabric of the community along the west coast
of Florida. Their commitment comes from within the
hospital because the physicians, staff and management
have been there long term and understand the needs of
the community. The new hospital only makes the care
even better for the kids.”
Ken and Sandi are representative of so many of our
volunteers. We thank them and invite you to join them
as a member of Dream Builders by establishing a
planned gift for All Children’s Hospital. Ken shared this
closing comment, “Sandi and I can’t think of a better
thing to include in our estate than to ensure that our kids
and their kids have a great hospital like All Children’s to
take care of them when they need it.”

We invite you to read more about All Children’s Hospital Foundation Dream Builders by visiting www.allkidsgifts.org
and clicking on the donor stories link, or sign up for our eNewsletter “Gift Legacy.” The website includes ideas about gift
planning in addition to providing sample calculations of various planned gifts. If you would like to speak with someone in
the Foundation office, please call 727-767-4199.
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Your information is confidential to All Children’s Hospital Foundation and will not be shared.

The Banks Family’s Contribution

o Yes, I’m interested in receiving a monthly Gift Legacy eNewsletter.

A Way Off
The Financial
Rollercoaster

Name
Address
City, State, Zip
Phone Number
My email address is

Gift Legacy

o P
 lease call me. I would like more information about becoming an All Children’s Hospital
Foundation’s Dream Builder.
o I am a Dream Builder!

Investments and the Economy

